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any irritation that one might have felt* They performed their
rather ridiculous duties with tact, consideration and apology.
They served me with tea and nougat to compensate me for the
delay and for the minute scrutiny of all that I possessed. But
the authorities were carrying out their instructions and their
duty must be quite as unpleasant to perform as it was to
experience. I look upon the Custom House officials all over the
world as individuals of friendly disposition who have as a rule to
suffer even more annoyance than they cause. Many travellers
adopt an attitude that incites friction and invites reprisals. Nor
can I comprehend the reasoning of many otherwise honest
people who seem to consider smuggling a legitimate pursuit.
I may possibly be a crank on the subject but for the life of me
I cannot perceive the difference between cheating the customs
and cheating anywhere else and I fail to recognize that in a verbal
declaration to a customs official it is permissible to lie.
It is between Kermanshah and Hamadan that the traveller
by air experiences certain thrills, for the plane rises to an altitude
of over 10,000 feet above sea-level as it crosses the range of
mountains that lies between those two towns. The cold was
severe and I was glad that the little cabin could be heated by an
exhaust pipe arranged for that purpose. The scenery was very
fine. On either side, for we flew lower than the peaks through
the opening in the mountains, rose masses of rock, to the north
immense precipices, but southward a sweep of broken heights
and valleys, extending far away. The plane passed close along
the northern cliffs, not far below their summits. Every detail of
the great sun-scorched rocks was visible. Below, far below, lay
the valley, threaded by a road and beyond on the other side
a seething mass of ridges and ravines. In such surroundings
the noisy little monoplane seemed small indeed and its very
insignificance—this minute machine of man's creation poised
amongst these stupendous works of Nature—increased the
exhilaration of my flight.
From the high mountains we emerged over the plains of
Hamadan and with engine silenced we descended in a series of
fascinating circles to the aerodrome. As we passed over the town
we looked down into the enclosed courtyards of the houses and
could see far below the little groups of women and children as
they gazed upwards to watch our flight. We stayed but a short
time at Hamadan and four and a half hours after leaving Baghdad
we were in sight of Teheran. From the air one could see the

